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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.An explosion. Two seconds later the report of
a gunshot. In a wisp, Jake Braddock s entire life drastically changes. One moment he is building a
sandcastle with his family on a Miami public beach, the next he is holding his wife s body and
realizing that his infant son has been abducted. In Eight Ball Justice, Dade County Homicide
Detectives Sherm Walters and Sebastan Xollo initially assume these are simply revenge crimes. The
year before, Jake, then head of security at Miami International Airport, played an important role in
not only thwarting a bioterror attack on the airport, but also capturing Osama bin Laden s eldest
son. One group. When Sherm s close friend, Dr. Roxanne Shockley, draws their attention to the
suspicious death of a Middle Easterner they realize they are in a pissin match with the big boys. Two
groups. Al-Qaeda, and another. As they delve further into the crimes, they find themselves pitted
against seemingly invincible foes. Dr, Roxanne Shockley, Foxy Roxy to her friends, a forensic
pathologist and romantic interest of Sherm s,...
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner

It in one of my personal favorite publication. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic
way in fact it is just after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Da vid Weber-- Da vid Weber
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